reimagining the metropolis: new york city’s green building revolution

High Performance Building in 2005 and 2010

June 22, 2005
Opening Panel
Moderator: Nancy Anderson, Executive Director, Sallan Foundation
Kate Ascher, Exec. Vice President for Infrastructure, NYC Economic Development Corp.
Ariella Rosenberg, Senior Project Manager, NYC Economic Development Corp.
PlaNYC--which would be officially released in 2007--was the focus of the first forum, with panelists
addressing the EDC viewpoint of the forthcoming document. High performance buildings were discussed
in the context of how they related to the Plan’s goals of developing 2,600 megawatts (MW) of new electric
resources by 2008, reducing 675 MW off peak demand. EDC recommended LEED certification and wind
power for their projects to promote sustainability. PlaNYC represented a shift from the conventional
paradigm that views energy from the supply side to a more comprehensive approach that includes efficiency
and conservation.

September 30, 2005
The Clients’ Perspective
Moderator: Susan Szenasy, Metropolis Editor and Chief
Susan Boyle, Partner, Big Sue Inc
Jeff Perlman, President, Bright Power Inc.
Cecil Corbin-Mark, Associate Director, West Harlem Environmental Action
Speakers examined three high performance projects: the award winning Brooklyn Ice House development,
the Lower East Side Greening a Block initiative, and the West Harlem Environmental Justice Center.
The Brooklyn Ice Project incorporated a number of new building techniques including: increasing the
concentration of locally sourced fly ash in concrete to strengthen concrete; a focus on permeability for
natural drainage, and use of low cost “off the shelf ” solutions such as individual boilers, radiant heating, and
dual pane windows. Boyle noted that you “need to stimulate the private sector to really grab the attention of
those who can create tax incentives and policies”.
Greening a Block initiative proposed using funding from a Con Edison power plant settlement case to
complete energy audits on individual buildings. With the goal of 30% energy savings per building the program
intended to focus primarily on tuning boilers and heating systems, better insulating buildings, retrofitting
lighting fixtures and updating appliances Perlman estimated that the energy savings for one block will be
180,000 gallons of fuel per year, which is equivalent to $360,000 or 300 cars off the road.
The West Harlem Environmental Justice Center centered its focus around finishing construction debtfree, which they planned to achieve through capital campaign funding that would persuade elected officials
to also contribute. The project successfully fused together a variety of environmental justice issues while
transforming a row house into a community training center, a library, an art space, a gathering place and
offices for the organization (WE ACT).
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October 30, 2005
Architects and Developers
Moderator: Carlton Brown, Chief Operating Officer, Full Spectrum
Bruce Fowle, Principal ,FXFOWLE Architects, formerly Fox & Fowle Architects
Lydia Tom, Deputy Director, Enterprise Foundation New York
John Krieble, Director of the Office of Sustainable Design, NYC Department of Design and Construction
This panel’s objective was to “try and comprehend what the barriers are in each of these sectors (private
architecture design, non-profit development, and public administration), and how we can begin to work
with each other” according to moderator Brown. Panelists spoke about the use of green architecture; how
labeling is often arbitrary and how US standards are different than those used in other countries, as well as
how fluctuating technology costs can be a challenge. While Fowle noted that the Durst-developed Helena
hi-rise apartment building uses a black water system and under floor air conditioning, the cost saving was
not yet enough to compel traditional builders. Rather, his projects stand as demonstrations of what it can be
achieved.
Tom described the $500 million that Enterprise Foundation gives in the form of grants, loans and direct
capital contributions to green housing units. In NYC, this figure was $27 million in investment that created
500 affordable green housing units. She explained that tax credit investors are increasingly interested in her
developments because of the growing understanding that the life cycle costs of green buildings will outperform developments of similar size without green features.
The conversation turned to discussions of LEED and Intro 324-A and the challenges of a using the rating
system for all new construction and renovations in NYC. Said Krieble, “LEED is like a SAT score. It can only
show the direction a project is moving. The whole process should be simplified and although simplicity is
important, credibility is what matters most.”

December 31, 2005
The Policy Makers’ Perspective
Moderator: Tom Hanrahan, Dean of Architecture, Pratt Institute
Ashok Gupta, Director, Air & Energy Programs, Natural Resource Defense Council
Randy Croxton, Principal, Croxton Collaborative Architects
Hillary Brown, New Civic Works
Patty Noonan, New York City Partnership
The final panel sought to project the conversation about high performance buildings into the future and
focused on the drawbacks, benefits, and possibilities of integrating high performance buildings into the “new
normal”. For Gupta, smart growth means looking at efficiency through the lens of transportation access, land
use and brownfield redevelopment; the next step in energy efficient buildings is making structures have a
net-zero carbon footprint. By generating their own power sources new buildings could reduce dependence on
a national grid that runs at “30% efficiency”. Croxton praised LEED for making green building performance
quantifiable but stressed that the next step should take into account the core tenets of sustainability.
“Sustainability can not be done one building at a time”; rather should encompass all the elements and context
of the human experience.
The panelists explored the synergy between building green projects and governance. Brown emphasized the
importance of a holistic approach to sustainability—the “level of involvement and leadership is determined
by the problem being addressed” but that if we change the process starting at conception and procurement,
we could effectively create a “mission driven, democratic and collaborative process that recognizes the
organizing principals of urban ecology.” Noonan reiterated this stance for the private sector that she
represented but stressed that developers “don’t like mandates, but like incentives a lot”.

October 28, 2010
Panel 1: The Big Picture
Moderator: Nancy Anderson, Executive Director, Sallan Foundation
Adam Freed, Deputy Director, NYC Mayor’s Office of Long-Term Planning and Sustainability
Paul Freitag, Director of Development, Jonathan Rose Companies
Ashok Gupta, Director of Energy Policy, Natural Resource Defense Council.
Nancy Anderson, Executive Director of the Sallan Foundation introduced the panel by citing local landmarks
in the green building movement created over the last five years, including the application of LEED standards
to municipal construction, development of energy efficient new and retrofits of existing buildings, in
addition to wider introduction of cutting-edge government initiatives, like PlaNYC. After lauding the
accomplishments of the movement, Anderson posed the question, “Perhaps this means we are done?”, which
lead to a few chuckles in the audience.
Adam Freed lead off with an announcement about the April 2011 update to the first PlaNYC 2030 now
being written by the Mayor’s Office of Long-Term Planning and Sustainability. Freed noted that it will take
into account the increase in the City’s population from 8.3 million in 2007 with a projected population of
9.3 million in 2030. Responding to the natural resource impacts and infrastructure pressures created this
growing City, the Mayor’s Office seeks to upgrade its water infrastructure by creating more permeable
surfaces when replacing sidewalks and pavement, using the 1.6 billion square feet of rooftops to retain water
during storms, and continuing work on the Third Water Tunnel — one of the largest municipal projects
ever undertaken in New York. Focusing again on how to move toward more high performance building,
Freed also emphasized the importance of benchmarking thousands of government and privately owned
buildings to establish comparative base-line data on their energy and water consumption. This benchmarking
requirement is in keeping with the Bloomberg administration mantra “What gets measured gets managed.”
Paul Freitag spoke in depth about three projects the Jonathan Rose Companies (JRC) has pursued that
incorporate new techniques and progress in the design of green multi-family buildings – the David and Joyce
Dinkins Gardens green affordable housing, Tapestry, and Via Verde. At David and Joyce Dinkins Gardens
JRC utilized a unique system of air recirculation first deployed by New York City-based architect Chris
Benedict. The system maintains constant flow of air through the apartment, keeping indoor air quality high
in the unit. The Tapestry project is 185 units, of which 50% are set aside for market-rate tenants; 30% for
middle-income tenants with rents set at 130% of the area median income (AMI); and 20% for low-income
tenants earning below 50% of AMI. It is LEED Silver certified, with green roofs, rainwater harvesting
systems, efficient mechanical systems, ENERGY STAR-rated appliances and fixtures, low- or no-VOC
paints and primers, and formaldehyde-free materials to enhance indoor air quality. Via Verde, currently
under construction, will consist of 222 mixed-income residential units and 9,500 square feet of retail and
community facility space with over 40,000 square feet of green roofs and open space for residents. Via Verde
aspires to promote healthy living, both through the use of eco-friendly ideas like rainwater harvesting to grow
fruits and vegetables and physical elements such as the creation of a fitness center and bike storage units.
Ashok Gupta articulated just how understanding markets and policies can help jump start the means to
overcome some of the obstacles to building high performance buildings “at scale”. In considering the
potential contribution of green leases, Gupta outlined the split incentives between owners who would have
to pay for goods or services that would financially benefit tenants that are created by conventional leases.
He suggested the development of guidance documents and financial products that can help circumvent split
incentives and generate demand for such building upgrades. Gupta also looked at the increasing role of
software in gathering and analyzing data to allow both building managers and advocates of green building to
make informed decisions, especially when it comes to building operations and tenants behavior modification.
Turning to the nexus between typical building energy use and governmental electric power rules, he stressed
that fifty separate state regulators set energy policy in the US; this adds up to the nationwide inefficient use
of electricity. Gupta explained that natural resources do not follow political boundaries, which implies that
that regulation of electric power is “a state’s rights issue” not easily amenable to greening through federal
litigation or rule-making.

November 30, 2010
Panel #2: Making it Happen
Moderator: Eva Hanhardt, Assist. Professor, Grad Center for Planning and the Environment, Pratt Insitute
Ariella Maron, Dep. Commissioner for Energy Management, NYC Department of Citywide Admin. Services
Dan Nall, Senior Vice President and Director of Sustainability, WSP Flack+Kurtz
Andrew Padian, Vice President for Energy Initiatives, Community Preservation Corporation
Wendy Fleischer, Director, Sustainability Services, Pratt Center, Pratt Center for Community Development
Ariella Maron started the evening by framing her discussion around the goals of PlaNYC. By 2017 New York
City seeks to reduce municipal GHG emissions by 30% and the Greener Greater Building Plan is a key to
meeting this target. Currently the City is evaluating all government-owned buildings over 50,000 sq. ft. for
their energy use, green house gas emissions and code compliance—in some instances sub meters are installed to
monitor specific use over time. Lower lighting costs for government buildings is a good measure of progress.
For Maron the key is using a data driven implementation strategy to verify the government claims of energy
reduction. By benchmarking, doing efficiency retrofits, verifying measurements and looking at performance
indicators City government is able to analyze the operations and management of a building and prioritize facilities in need of attention. In addition to internal audits, Maron’s office offers incentives through an outreach
strategy of motivation-conditional funding for energy managers, posting performance reports, conditional
flexible funding and staff awards and recognition. To date, her office has benchmarked all government buildings
over 10,000 sq. ft and completed 216 retrofits and 74 audits, saving NYC $4 million in energy costs and 17,1000
metric tons of green house gas emissions.
Dan Nall examined the relationship between the building and the community where it is situated. He elaborated on the idea of energy efficiency and water conservation as being instrumental to achieving community
goals like livability and “uplifting the human environment”. The main issues ahead, Nall contends, lay in the
exploration of transportation, energy and carbon emissions, economic viability, solid waste and water use at a
local scale. Strategies, not technology, would be key to finding solutions in all of these areas and these should
include dense buildings, increased pedestrian access, access to amenities and enhanced accessibility from work
to home. Nall used the example of community-centered utilities to illustrate how to find synergies between different issues traditionally viewed as separate, and put the most appropriate resources in the place they belong.
Andrew Padian outlined why “green lending” can be a contradiction in terms. He pointed to the roots of green
lending—creating investment opportunities for distressed communities—and showed that the lending itself
wasn’t what was sustainable. Rather, it was the building improvements in underserved communities. Tightening the building envelope, upgrading building control of heating, air conditions and hot water helps create
brighter spaces and save water. The ingenuity in building “green” over the last five years has come from prioritizing multifamily home retrofits. In the coming years we need to “green” those professionals that work within
the field, such as borrowers, mortgage staff and service departments, to close the high performance building
knowledge gap.
Wendy Fleischer highlighted the positive effects of retrofitting buildings: improved indoor and outdoor air
quality, improved health and the environment, a more engaged civic community, job creation and increased affordable housing. But even with these plusses, there are many barriers to retrofitting homes. For many homeowners, the upfront cost is hard to swallow when the payback is over the long term. Many people are averse to
the idea of being in debt and new “green” ideas can be unfamiliar and daunting. As well, there is a real degree
of technical difficulty that makes retrofits harder to take on than the average home improvement project. She
then turned to the Bedford-Stuyvesant Green Blocks Pilot Program run by the Pratt Center. In this program
all willing homeowners receive energy assessments and residents are engaged directly in the environmental issues at stake as well as the retrofit process. Through this pilot the Pratt Center is also offering job training and
placement for residents in green jobs. By tracking neighborhood results the program is able to “package” the
incentives inherent in the retrofit process: community engagement, energy savings and job training and placement. “What we are really doing,” Fleischer pointed out, “is connecting the dots between behavior, health,
energy and environment, and directly engaging homeowners in the process.”

